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Abstract. This paper proposes a method for vision-based automated tracking of
schistosomula, the etiological agent of schistosomiasis, a disease which affects
over 200 million people worldwide. The proposed tracking system is intended
to facilitate high-throughput and high-content drug screening against the schistosomula by taking into account their complex phenotypic response to different
candidate drug molecules. Our method addresses the unique challenges in tracking schistosomula, which include temporal changes in morphology, appearance,
and motion characteristics due to the effect of drugs, as well as behavioral specificities of the parasites such as their tendency to remain stagnant in dense
clusters followed by sudden rapid fluctuations in size and shape of individuals. Such issues are difficult to address using current bio-image tracking
systems that have predominantly been developed for tracking simpler cell
movements. We also propose a novel method for utilizing the results of tracking to improve the accuracy of segmentation across all images of the video sequence. Experiments demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed tracking method.

1

Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared schistosomiasis to be amongst
the diseases for which new treatments are urgently needed [1]. An important technical challenge in this context is to develop technologies for high-throughput drug
screens (HTS) against the parasite. A crucial sub-goal lies in targeting the juvenile
schistosomula, as they exhibit greater resistance to the only available current drug,
praziquantel (PZQ). Current efforts in drug discovery against schistosomiasis are
based on human mediated whole organism screens, where the effect of a drug on the
parasite is manually evaluated. Such efforts are costly, resource-intensive, and fundamentally incapable of exploring the chemical space effectively. Thus, the development of an automated computer vision-based system capable of analyzing the phenotypic responses of schistosomula to drug compounds represents a highly promising
direction of research. An automated vision system also has significant advantages
over human assays, such as detecting subtle phenotypic responses to a drug (e.g.
slight changes in color, texture, motion) and offering quantitative and rigorous phenotype descriptors.
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In this paper, we build upon
u
our prior research [2] [11] and propose a method for
the automated tracking of juvenile schistosomula in video microscopy. This w
work
represents a significant foundational step towards our ultimate goal, namely the crreation of a complete vision based system for high-throughput drug screening agaainst
parasitic diseases in generall and schistosomiasis in particular and its application in the
discovery of new and effecttive therapeutics against these diseases.
1.1

Problem Formulatiion

The tracking of complex an
nd highly evolved parasites like schistosomula presents sseveral unique challenges. Firstt, the movement of the parasites is based on contracting and
expanding motions which can
c cause rapid fluctuations in their size and shape. Forr instance, the size of a parasiite can increase by a factor of two to three within a ffew
frames in a video sequencee. Second, the parasites have a tendency to remain stagnnant
in dense clusters of touching
g or partially overlapping individuals. A cluster of parassites
can often remain touching in this manner through a significant duration of a viideo
sequence. This can result in
i frequent segmentation and tracking error. Further, paarasites often exhibit significan
nt shape deformation, but little translational movement ((i.e.
the total distance traveled by
b the parasite throughout a recording can be small). Mooreover, parasites that have beeen stationary for a long time can suddenly exhibit motiion.
Third, the translucent nature of the parasite’s membranes can reveal the outlines off its
anatomy, which can sometiimes be mistaken as boundaries of the parasite. This cauuses
most segmentation method
ds to incorrectly segment a parasite into multiple regiions
which misleads tracking. Fiigure 1 presents instances of these challenges.

Fig. 1. Examples image sequences which illustrate the challenges of tracking schistosom
mula.
(a) Closely spaced cluster of three touching parasites. (b) Example of erroneous splittingg in
segmentation. (c) Example off erroneous splitting in frames 43 and 112 and erroneous mergging
in frame 62.
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Related Work

Many tracking methods exist for video microscopy, most notably in cell tracking,
where active contours are widely used. However, they typically break down in videos
which contain dense clusters of cells [6]. Additionally, contour evolution is not well
suited for schistosomula, which can exhibit high variability in size and shape between
frames. Methods such as [8] do focus on separating a cluster of cells but often make
extensive use of contextual specificities, such as the elliptical shape common to many
types of cells. For schistosomula a priori assumptions about expected shape changes
induced by different compounds are hard to make. Another class of methods involves
the use of stochastic filters, which can be very effective if the motion characteristics
of the object can be modeled [9]. The motion patterns of schistosomula, however, are
difficult to model as they can suddenly contract or expand after remaining stagnant
for long periods. C. elegans, a nematode and a well-established modal organism, has
also been the subject of considerable research effort that is related to our research.
Notably, [4] models the motion characteristics of C. elegans, utilizing a computercontrolled tracker to keep a target worm in the center of the field of view. However,
this approach restricts the tracked sample to a single worm and does not address the
challenges of tracking large groups of worms in high throughput settings. The initial
motivation of our research is provided by work in pedestrian tracking. The graphtheoretic approach of [5] in particular offers useful insights into dealing with segmentation errors and complex scenes and forms the foundation for the proposed method.
However, the use of stochastic filters in [5] to model pedestrians was not suitable to
the motion characteristics of juvenile schistosomula, which exhibit minimal translational movement. The method in [5] also does not make any attempt to separate individual members within dense groups of pedestrians. Other pedestrian tracking methods which do attempt to track individuals within dense groups of people generally
do so by utilizing key differentiators in physical appearance, such as the color of
clothing [10]. Such differentiators are not applicable to schistosomula.

2

Method

The architecture of the proposed tracker consists of five levels. These are: the segmentation level, the blobs level, the parasites level, the refinement level, and the resegmentation level. In the following, each of these is described in detail.
2.1

The Segmentation Level

In the segmentation level, the raw images of the video sequence are translated to binary images, which separate foreground pixels from background pixels. Our work
has employed two segmentation methods [2][11], both of which were designed to
segment schistosomula. However, we note that the segmentation method can be varied so long as the output is a single binary image for each frame of the video sequence. The latter stages of the tracker will generalize to any such segmentation method.
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The Blobs Level: Determining
D
Temporal Correspondences between Bloobs

Our method in the blobs lev
vel closely mirrors the formulation from [5]. In the folloowing, we briefly review this formulation. Each foreground region in the segmennted
image represents a blob. The
T goal of the blobs level is to find an association betw
ween
each blob in frame i-1 and the
t corresponding blob(s) in frame i. An undirected bippartite graph,
( , ) is useed to model the blob associations, where
=
∪
.
and
represent the seet of blobs in frame i and frame i-1, respectively. A blobb in
frame i-1 that is associated with a blob in frame i is connected by an edge in . T
Two
blobs connected by an edgee in this manner are said to be neighbors. Figure 2c shoows
an example blob graph geneerated for two frames in a video sequence.

Fig. 2. (a) Blobs in frame i-1 (b
b) Blobs in frame i (c) Blob graph showing blob associations (d)
blob-parasite graph

Based on [5], we make use
u of two simplifying assumptions when constructing :
the locality constraint (L-constraint) which requires that two blobs must overlap ssufficiently with each other in
n order to be considered neighbors and the blob evoluttion
constraint (E-constraint) which
w
disallows a blob from simultaneously splitting and
merging in . The resultin
ng set of candidate graphs are then weighted according tto a
cost function. The cost fu
unction C( ) defines two sets of blobs, parents, , and
children , where ∪ = . The parent set, , contains all blobs which hhave
degree greater than 1 in , all blobs which have degree 0 in , and all blobs whhich
have degree one that are on
nly in . The descendant set includes all neighbors off the
blobs in the parent set:
=∪
), €€
, where
), is the set of all neighbbors
of . We then formulate th
he cost function as:
C( ) =
In Eq.(1), A(b) is the area of the blob b and

|

|

(1)

,

(b) =

€

A b

ove equation that the cost function penalizes graphs whhere
We can see from the abo
the area of corresponding blobs changes significantly between consecutive frames.
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The Parasite Level:: Determining Blob-Parasite Correspondence

In the parasites level and su
ubsequent levels of the tracker, our method offers an allternative approach to [5] and
d attempts to solve the unique challenges associated w
with
crowded scenes and the pecculiar motion characteristics of schistosomula.
A parasite is modeled as
a a rectangular region with a unique identifier (ID). T
The
parasites level begins by in
nitially assigning one putative parasite (PP) to each blobb in
the first frame of the video. On subsequent frames of the video, if a PP is associaated
with a blob in frame i-1, th
hen it is also associated with all neighbors of that blobb in
frame i (recall that neighbors are given by the blob graphs). The relationship betw
ween
PP’s and blobs is represen
nted as a directed bipartite graph, which we refer to aas a
blob-parasite graph (BPG)). Figure 2d shows an example of a BPG for two fram
mes.
One of the unique challeng
ges we faced in tracking was the parasite’s rapid flucttuations in size (Fig. 3). Thesee rapid fluctuations in size coupled with putative segmenntation errors represent a sign
nificant challenge to the method in [5]. Therefore, ass an
additional step, we make usse of the tracked PP’s recent history, such that if one off the
recent positions of a PP ov
verlaps significantly with a blob in the current frame, tthen
we associate the PP with th
he blob, regardless of the correspondence indicated by the
BPG.

Fig. 3. (a) Blobs in frame i-1 (b)
( Blobs in frame i. Blob A in frame i-1 simultaneously expaands
to more than twice its previou
us size and is erroneously split into two regions. (c) Blob grraph
showing blob associations, failling to capture the true relationship between blobs A and B duue to
insufficient overlap.

2.4

Refinement of Blob
b-Parasite Correspondences

The completion of the paraasite level leads to the generation of a BPG for each fraame
of the video. Next, in the refinement
r
level, we improve the precision of tracking and
resolve cases where erroneo
ous tracking may have occurred. To do so, we revisit the
assumption made in the firsst processing step of the parasites level, that there is a ooneto-one relationship between
n parasites and blobs in the first frame. There are two caases
which can confound this assumption:
a
(1) Two or more parasites get erroneouusly
merged into a single regio
on in the first frame of the video (Fig. 4). (2) A sinngle
parasite is erroneously spliit into two or more regions in the first frame of the viideo
(Fig. 5). In the following, we describe our method for handling the two cases.
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2.4.1 Dealing with Erroneously Merged Parasites
Two observations guide the design of our method for detecting situations where more
than one parasite is erroneously merged into a single region in the first frame. First,
the erroneously merged putative parasite (EMPP) will likely be larger in size than the
average sized PP in the well. Second, the EMPP will likely exhibit frequent splitting
behavior throughout the video sequence (i.e. the EMPP may split into a variety of
sub-regions in various frames of the video). In Figure 4a we present an EMPP which
splits into sub-regions in Figure 4b, 4c, and 4d. We developed the notion of a split
volatility factor to formalize these observations. A PP is considered volatile if it splits
into more than one blob in a large number of frames, given by
= S + Kσ

(2)

is the minimum number of frames in which the PP must split in order to
where
be deemed volatile, S is the average mode number splits for all parasites, K is a constant, σ is the splits standard deviation, A is the area of the parasite, and B is the average mode of all blob areas. After we conclude that a given PP is an EMPP, we use a
cumulative overlay to impute the most likely locations of parasites which are contained within the original EMPP. The following steps represent one complete cycle
of the cumulative overlay technique for a given EMPP shown in Figure 4a:
1.

2.
3.

4.

All of the blobs associated with the EMPP throughout all frames of the video
sequence are overlaid on top of one another (Figure 4e). We restricted the size of
acceptable blobs to a range of .75 B <
< 2 B, where
is the area of
the blob, and B is the average mode of all blob areas.
Bounding boxes of blobs which overlap by at least 50% are grouped and assigned
a frequency count, defined as the number of grouped bounding boxes.
The final remaining regions are called intensity boxes (Figure 4f). Each intensity
box is considered a candidate location for a parasite which may be in the original
EMPP. The final number of intensity boxes we select is given by R =
/B,
/ is the area of the original EMPP and B is the average mode of all
where
blob areas. The intensity boxes are ranked by frequency count, and we select the
top R intensity boxes as the locations of new imputed parasites.
The original EMPP from the first frame is removed, and the newly imputed parasites are inserted in its place. (Figure 4f).

2.4.2 Dealing with Erroneously Split Parasites
To detect cases of erroneous splitting, the intuition is converse of that used for detecting erroneous merges. First, an ESPP is likely to be smaller in size than the average
PP’s. Second, an ESPP will likely exhibit frequent merging behavior throughout the
video. Figure 5 shows an example of a parasite which was erroneously split into two
regions on frame 1 and then merges on frames 2 and 4. We can see from the BPG’s
that a merge occurs when more than one parasite share an edge with the same blob.
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To measure the probability
y that a given parasite is an ESPP, we again define the notion of a merging volatility factor,
f
given by:
= M + Kσ

(3)

In Eq.(3)
is the miinimum number of frames in which the putative paraasite
must merge, M is the averag
ge mode number of merges of all parasites, K is a consttant,
and σ is the merges standarrd deviation.

Fig. 4. (a) Raw image of a clu
uster of parasites (b), (c), and (d) are segmented binary imagees of
three frames of the video sequ
uence. (e) cumulative overlay of all bounding boxes associaated
with the putative parasites in th
he cluster (f) Final intensity boxes.

One key observation abo
out ESPP’s is that they cannot occur in isolation. The exxistence of one ESPP necessaarily entails the existence of at least one neighboring ES
SPP
with which it frequently merges.
m
The set of all neighboring ESPP’s is given by the
BPG’s, in which the neighb
boring ESPP’s will frequently share an edge with the saame
blob. After we determine that a given PP is an ESPP, we backtrack to the first fraame
of the video and merge the ESPP’s with the neighboring ESPP’s.

Fig. 5. Example erroneously split
s
putative parasite (ESPP) and corresponding parasite graaphs
for four frames of a video sequ
uence
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After the above strategiees remove the erroneous PP’s and insert the newly impuuted
parasites into the first fram
me, we repeat another iteration of the parasites level, whhich
repositions the newly insertted parasites appropriately in each frame of the video.
2.5

Re-segmentation

Although the refinement off blob-parasite correspondences does improve the precission
of tracking when there is segmentation error, the original segmentation inside the
rectangular regions is still erroneous.
e
The close-up views of the imputed parasites in
Figure 6c show that the shape
s
of each parasite ends abruptly at the corner off its
bounding box and includes portions of surrounding parasites. Such distortions siggnificantly undermine our attem
mpts to accurately measure changes in the parasite’s shhape
and other features that charracterize a parasite’s response to a drug. In the followiing,
we describe a method whicch utilizes the results of the tracking to improve the undderlying segmentation.
We can detect segmentaation errors by examining the BPG’s. When a parasite becomes associated with more than one blob on a certain video frame, we can concllude
that a segmentation error occurred
o
and led to erroneous splitting of the parasite iinto
multiple regions on that fraame (see for instance, Figure 2d). Figure 7a illustrates the
process of extrapolating infformation from two correctly segmented images (i.e. thee PP
is connected to exactly one blob in the BPG) in the PP’s previous and forward histtory
to improve the erroneously
y segmented image. An analogous operation is perform
med
to correct the segmentation for erroneously merged parasites (Figure 7b).

Fig. 6. (a) First frame of video
o prior to refinement level and corresponding BPG below, shhowing one EMPP associated with
h blob A. (b) First frame of video after refinement level and corresponding BPG below, with EMPP removed and three new imputed parasites inserted, all
ose-up views of the three new imputed parasites.
associated with blob A. (c) Clo

3

Experimental Results
R

It is critical that the metho
od can effectively track schistosomula exhibiting a w
wide
range of phenotypes and motion
m
characteristics which may occur as a result of ddrug
insult. In the following, wee present results of the tracking system on five videos ((Table 1). In each video, the parasites
p
in the well were exposed to a different drug coompound, as shown in the firsst column of Table 1. Our definition of a correctly tracked
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parasite requires that it be tracked accurately in 99% of the total frames in the viideo
sequence. The method was
w able to consistently track over 90% of the parassites
throughout the entirety (99%
% of total frames) of the video sequence, even though oonly
63%-89% of the parasites were
w
correctly segmented throughout the entirety (99%
% of
total frames) of the video seequence.
The results of the re-seg
gmentation level are shown for a sample video containning
57 parasites, out of which 54
5 were correctly tracked throughout the video. Figuree 8b
shows the first frame of thee video sequence. The number of corrected segmentattion
errors for each of the 54 traacked parasites is shown in Fig. 8a. The method was aable
to detect and correctly reso
olve 1198 segmentation errors in the 440 frames of the vvideo sequence.

Fig. 7. (a) Process for correctin
ng erroneously split regions. If a pixel is turned on in either off the
correctly segmented images, th
hen we also turn on that pixel in the erroneous segmentation. (b)
Process for correcting erroneo
ously merged regions. If a pixel is turned off in either of the correct segmentations, then we alsso turn off that pixel in the erroneous segmentation.
400

Fixed Segmentation Errors

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
p0

p10

p21

p
p31

p42

p52

Parasitees

(a))

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Number of correcteed segmentation errors for each of 54 tracked parasites in a viideo
sequence of 440 frames. (b) First
F
frame of the video sequence showing all parasites.
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Table 1. Segmentation and tracking results for five videos
Compound

Doxepin
Control
Chlorprothixene
Amitriptyline
Cyclobenzaprine

4

Total
Parasites
57
45
44
27
39

Segmented
Parasites
(99% of frames)
39 (68%)
36 (80%)
39 (89%)
17 (63%)
25 (64%)

Tracked
Parasites
(99% of frames)
54 (95%)
44 (98%)
44 (100%)
25 (93%)
36 92%)

Conclusions

We have presented a tracking system which can robustly track schistosomula exhibiting a wide range of phenotypes. This works represents a solution to a unique tracking
problem since none of the many trackers designed to track fast movement or well
defined biological entities are applicable to the problem faced in HTS of complex
parasites. Results from the proposed research bridge this gap and can lead to development of promising new technologies for high throughput and high content drug
screening.
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